What our people say
A few Stories Past & Present

Simon Rawlinson – Project Surveyor
“It’s all too easy to remain comfortable in employment and to just continue…..
I’m currently at a crucial stage of my career having just completed a degree in Quantity
Surveying, I was looking for an employer with opportunities specifically within the Nuclear,
Energy, Oil Gas & Process sectors, and that takes a particular interest in career development.
Since joining Solomon’s Europe I have started my APC. I feel confident in my RICS
progression as there is an abundance of in-house information available as well as frequent
support from colleagues with excellent professional credentials pertinent to the RICS.I feel
very fortunate in joining Solomon’s as, the team has been very welcoming, supportive and
forthwith in ensuring I have the correct tools to do my job. I’m also really enjoying my
current secondment within a large Alliance gaining post contract experience within the
Electricity Transmission sector in the North West.
I’m excited about the future and the opportunities that it may bring here at Solomons
Europe Ltd.”
Clare Mansell – from Assistant QS to Director
I started my career with Solomons in 2004 and since that time have progressed from
Assistant Surveyor to Operations Director!
My own personal development with Solomons Europe demonstrates that the company
offers diversity, opportunity and the change to work as part of a company wide team.

There are great opportunities to progress to senior positions in a timeframe you are
comfortable with. As most staff are seconded, you have the possibility of fulfilling a number
of different roles. Solomons promote team spirit within the business, being approachable
and ensuring staff comments and ideas are heard and valued.
My role now includes developing and nurturing talent within the business, and it helps that I
myself started at grass roots level and have worked my way up through the ranks. I
understand the need to balance personal professional development with a day to day client
role, and enjoy supporting others in their career development.
I also get to see how the business really works and am involved with business development
and service delivery aspects which make my role both interesting and challenging. I believe I
have been given a unique development opportunity with Solomons Europe and love to see
others take up the challenge and achieve their career goals with our company!

Simon Roberts – past Senior Quantity Surveyor
now Regional Commercial Manager @ Cape plc
How Does Solomons differ from the competition?? In my time with Solomon’s I believe my
skill set developed faster than at my previous roles with large QS practices because of the
close interaction with the Solomon’s senior management team. Directors invested countless
hours in developing my contract and commercial awareness which has made me a more
astute and competent surveyor enabling me to provide a higher standard of service...

